
 

Dear My young self,  

WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU DOING, okay I know how we like being rebellious and stuff but the 
stuff we wanna do and does, messes us up in the future. Yes I know we don't really do stuff that 
really makes our parents hate us, and want to kick us out. But hunny that will change and its not 
really kicking us out, but we will make mom cry a couple times, and dad wants to beat us, he 
does by the way and you will have some bruises on your butt by the belt we like taking from him. 
Hunny the things you are going to do are taking the trust away from mom and dad that they 
have for us. Oh by the way your gonna have a GPS on your phone and yes they actually use it, 
but on the plus side you have GPS on mom, but dad is paranoid with whatever you do and go.  
You don’t have to panic about not having friends, and not being able to go to parties. We have 
found some friends that likes us, and you are gonna have more friends in our phone than we 
actually hang out with. It’s mostly faith that’s our friend, and who we hang out with. The friends 
we have are mostly guys. And you are going to becomes best friends with faith DON’T 
CHANGE THAT, because she helps us a lot to be able to go do things, and go to parties. At the 
moment it’s just bonfires right now, but that will change soon. Your heart is going to ace a lot 
with relationships but that’s okay, it happens and yes it does really hurt and hunny clayton isn’t 
really worth it stop trying to be with him because he’s not good for us. But a boy named spencer 
is going to walk into your two times and both times are confusing and yes the second time is 
right now. 
Life will get a lot better than you think it, and yes we are depressed but it doesn’t really affects 
us. You need to work on that attitude of your it gets us grounded a lot and mom and dad hates 
it. Also having a clean bedroom is so nice.  
 
Sincerely Your present self  
Sam Lucian  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
Dear my future self,  
 
Okay I hope I didn’t screw up a lot for us in the future because we both know that's how it was 
going for a while. Anywho are we in college at Northern Michigan University? And are we in the 
athletic training program? If we aren't in college yet, are we going to go that college, and is it still 
in the plans for us to go to college? Are we moving out of the house anytime soon like after 
college and are we taking perseus with us wait is perseus still alive? I’m asking a lot of 
questions im sorry. 
Oh do we get to date Spencer, and do we last a while, and are we still best friends with Faith?? 
So I hope I didn’t mess up thing for us because I want a social life and to be able to go to parties 
we are aloud to go to more parties right? Are we still wanting to go on that road trip where we 
just drive down one highway without taking any exits besides the ones we need to take? I just 
want you to know that everything that I have done in the past and to take the trust away from 
mom and dad wasn’t for no reason I just needed a life, I needed fun, I needed to rebel from all 
the rules our parents have set for us. Okay bye bye :D 
 
Sincerely your past self  
Sam lucian  
 


